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ABSTRACT 
 
A considerable interest has been given to Multiword Expression (MWEs) identification and 

treatment. The identification of MWEs affects the quality of results of different tasks heavily 

used in natural language processing (NLP) such as parsing and generation. Different 

approaches for MWEs identification have been applied such as statistical methods which 

employed as an inexpensive and language independent way of finding co-occurrence patterns. 

Another approach relays on linguistic methods for identification, which employ information 

such as part of speech (POS) filters and lexical alignment between languages is also used and 

produced more targeted candidate lists. This paper presents a framework for extracting Arabic 

MWEs (nominal or verbal MWEs) for bi-gram using hybrid approach. The proposed approach 

starts with applying statistical method and then utilizes linguistic rules in order to enhance the 

results by extracting only patterns that match relevant language rule. The proposed hybrid 

approach outperforms other traditional approaches. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Recent research on Multiword Expressions (MWEs) has devoted considerable attention to their 

identification. One of the problems that these works address is that MWEs can be defined as 

combinations of words that have idiosyncrasies in their lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or 

statistical properties. There is no uniform definition of MWEs. The definition of MWEs given by 

Sag is “any word combination for which the syntactic or semantic properties of the whole 

expression cannot be obtained from its parts” [12].In other words, Multiword expressions are 

groups of words which, taken together, can have unpredictable semantics. MWE is an important 

task in many applications such as automatic translation [1], ontology engineering and information 

retrieval [2]. There are two main approaches for extracting MWEs. The statistical approach that 

uses a set of standard statistical association measures based on frequency and co-occurrence such 

as T-score [3], log likelihood ratio (LLR) [4], FLR [5] and Mutual Information (MI3) [6] in order 
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to estimate the degree of association between its words. The second approach makes use of the 

rules of the language such as morphological, syntactic or semantic information implemented in 

language-specific rules. Alignment-based MWE extraction method, which lends itself to 

linguistic approach, looks for the sequences of source wordsthat are frequently joined together 

during the alignment despite the number of target words involved. These MWE candidates may 

then be automatically validated, and the noisy non-MWE cases among them removed 

 

However, each of those approaches suffers from great limitation [7], for example, statistical 

approaches “are unable to deal with low-frequency of MWEs“. On the other hand, linguistic 

approaches are “language dependent and not flexible enough to cope with complex structures of 

MWEs”. In order to overcome these weaknesses, a hybrid approach that combines statistical 

calculus and linguistic information is used. This paper proposes a framework for extracting 

Arabic Multiword Expressions from unannotated corpus using hybrid model that rely on 

frequency counts, statistical measures, and linguistic rules in order to create a refined list of 

candidates MWE. During the first phase of the proposed approach, lexical association measures 

based on the frequency distribution and co-occurrence patterns is applied in order to extract the 

first candidate set of MWE. Next, linguistics rules that utilize POS-tagger are applied to exclude 

specific patterns that match the relevant POS patterns according to Arabic grammar rules. In 

order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed model, three different Arabic corpuses were 

used during our experiments. Our experiments confirmed that the proposed approach outperform 

previous methods. This paper is organized as follows; Section2 presents different approaches 

applied for extracting MWEs for various languages. In section3 the proposed hybrid framework 

for Arabic MWE is illustrated. Results of experiment applied using different Arabic corpus are 

discussed in section4. Finally, section5 concludes the presented work and demonstrate potential 

future works. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

A considerable amount of research has focused on the identification and extraction of MWEs. 

Given the heterogeneity of MWEs, different approaches were devised. Unfortunately, unlike in 

English, there is no capital letters in Arabic to distinguish the compound names and the 

geographical compound names. Statistical approaches have mostly been applied to bigrams and 

trigrams, and it becomes more problematic to extract MWEs of more than three words. Pecina 

evaluates 82 lexical association measures for the ranking of collocation candidates and concludes 

that it is not possible to select a single best universal measure, and that different measures give 

different results for different tasks depending on data, language, and the types of MWE that the 

task is focused on [14]. Similarly, Ramisch investigate the hypothesis that MWEs can be detected 

solely by looking at the distinct statistical properties of their individual words and conclude that 

the association measures can only detect trends and preferences in the co-occurrences of words 

[13]. The linguistic methods are based on linguistic information such as, morphological, syntactic 

and/or semantic information to generate the types of words. Traboulsi used the local grammar 

approach to extract person names from Arabic counterparts [11].Harris defines a local grammar 

as a way of describing syntactic restrictions of certain subsets of sentences, which are closed 

under some or all of the operations in the language. Frozen expressions may be considered as a 

subset of sentences that have such syntactic restrictions. One can in fact observe restricted 

distributions over a number of words. Consider for example: Director of (company + thesis + 

conscience + *chocolate) (financial + stock + E) market The 20 March (next + 2006 + 

*bombastic) [10]. 
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Hybrid approaches that combine the statistical approaches with the linguistic rules can cover a 

large part of the problem of MWEs identification and extraction [9]. Boulaknadel developed a 

multi-word term (MWT) extraction tool for Arabic. She adopted the standard approach that 

combined grammatical patterns and statistical score. First, she defined the linguistic specification 

of MWTs for Arabic language. Then, she developed a term extraction program and evaluated 

several statistical measures in order to filter the extracted term-like units for keeping the most 

representative of domain specific corpus [7].Hybrid approaches may also combines the alignment 

technique with statistical approach like Helna [16] that proposed an approach for the 

identification of MWEs in a multilingual context, as a by-product of a word alignment process, 

that not only deals with the identification of possible MWE candidates, but also associates some 

multiword expressions with semantics. 

 

3. HYBRID MODEL FOR ARABIC MWE EXTRACTION 

 
The proposed model aims to extracts multi-word expressions from Arabic specialized corpora by 

combining statistical methods with linguistic rules. The standard approach to MWE identification 

is n-gram classification. However, our model is limited to multi-words composed of two elements 

(bigrams). This section discusses three different phases of the proposed model- the preprocessing 

phase, statistical phase and linguistic phase. 

 

3.1 Preprocessing phase 
 

Text preprocessing is the basic stage needed for MWE. Its main objective is, in one hand to 

remove all the unnecessary particles and mistyping words and in another hand to transform 

document contents to a suitable form which can be used easily by different algorithm. Thus 

during the preprocessing phase, we start by splitting the corpus to set of words, cleaning the 

corpus from delimiters and symbols, storing each two consecutive words in the corpus into 

database. 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Architecture of the proposed hybrid framework for Extracting MWEs 
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3.2 Statistical phase  
 
Association measures are inexpensive and language-independent means for discovering recurrent 

patterns, or habitual collocates. Association measures are defined by Pecina[14] as mathematical 

formulas that determine the strength of the association, or degree of connectedness, between two 

or more words based on their occurrences and co-occurrences in a text. The higher the 

connectedness between words, the better the chance they form a collocation. One of widely 

applied method is Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) [9] that compares the co-occurrence 

probability of words given their joint distribution and given their individual (marginal) 

distributions under the assumption of independence. For two-word expressions, it is defined as: 

 

 
 

Where p(x, y) is the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the joint probability (N is the 

corpus size): 

 

 
 

And p(x,*), P(*, y) are estimations of marginal probabilities computed in the following manner: 

 

 
 

And analogically for P(*, y). 

 

The following steps were applied during phase1 of the proposed model 

 

1. Calculate the frequency of all the unigrams and bigrams in the corpus. 

2. Calculate the PMI to all bigrams that have a frequency above certain threshold 

3. Bigrams are ranked in descending order. 

 

Here in this stage we have a list of MWEs with its PMI sorted in descending order. 

 

3.3 Linguistics filtering of Arabic MWE 

 
Extracting MWEs using statistical approach depends on the idea of occurrences and co-

occurrences of two words would lead to generate patterns that may not be MWEs such as " 

 Those bigrams repeated many times in the same corpus but are not ." انحكى حول" or " َذيال ٍ◌ً◌ضيو

considered a MWE. Thus, it is important to utilize linguistic rules to identify the correct MWEs  

 

from the ranked list of MWEs generated by the previous statistical phase. These linguistic rules 

are illustrated in this subsection. 
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3.3.1 Selected Linguistic rules. 

 

In order to be considered as a multi-word expression, a sequence of words should fulfill syntactic 

and semantic conditions. In fact, we can distinguish many types of MWEs [15] such as: 

 

• Idioms (e.g.َور انعھى ) 
• Phrasal verbs (e.g. عھي ذً  يعر ) 

• Verbs with particles (e.g. عٍ  يعفو ) 

• Compound nouns (e.g. ْزاو ا� جزيذج ) 
• Collocations (e.g. يعزوف مً  إع ) 

 

Furthermore, a compound noun belongs to one of the following categories: 

 

• Annexation compound noun (ا�ضافي انرزكية ): an expression composed of an indefinite 

noun and one of the following elements: 
 

─ A possessive pronoun (e.g.  ّطيارذ : his car), 

─ Any simple or compound definite noun (e.g. عھي طيارج : the car of Ali), 

─ An indefinite adjective compound noun (e.g. رجطيا  .(the car of a rich man : يُ  غ رجم 

 

The first component is called ًضافا ن (first term of annexation) while the second is called ًضاف ان 

 The definiteness of the compound noun is equal to the .(second term of annexation) إنيّ 

definiteness of the second component. 

 

• Adjective compound noun ( انوصفي انرزكية ): an expression composed of a noun (either 

simple or compound) which is called "ُعوخ ي" (The modified word) and an adjective (ان 
 The gender of the two .(a rich man: يُ  غ رجم.e.g) having the same definiteness ( ُعد

elements must be agreed. 
 

• Substitution compound noun (انثذل انرزكية ): an expression composed of a demonstrative 

pronoun and a definite noun (e.g. ْانظيارج ذ, this car). Such expression is always definite. 

• Prepositional compound noun: two nouns linked by a preposition (e.g. انحھواء ي َوع : a 

kind of sweet). 

• Conjunctive compound noun: two nouns linked by a conjunction (e.g.وانفأرا نقظ : the cat 

and the mouse). 

• Compound nouns linked by composite relations: two or more linkers (prepositions and/or 

conjunctions) are used to link two nouns (e.g. حُ  ط نحواني ًزار ا2طر : To persist for about 

one year). 
 

Since the proposed framework is applied only for bigram, only linguistic rules for adjective 

compound noun and substitution compound noun are applied as shown in figure2. 
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Fig. 2 Sample of used linguistic patterns 

 

Furthermore, we also applied some linguistic rules of verbs such as verbs with particle that 

represents verb followed by preposition like "في فشم"," في شارك"," إني أدى " or"عھي يضي ". 

 

3.3.2 Filtering Identified pattern 

 
As explained above, the list of ranked bigrams is applied to part of speech tagger (POS) in order 

to identify the type of the words (noun, verb, preposition or etc.). This framework uses the 

Stanford POS tagger -a piece of software that reads text in some language and assigns parts of 

speech to each word (and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc., although generally 

computational applications use more fine-grained POS tags like 'noun-plural'. Part-of-speech tags 

are assigned to each single word according to its role in the sentence. Traditional grammar 

classifies words based on eight parts of speech: the verb (VB), the noun (NN), the pronoun 

(PR+DT), the adjective (JJ), the adverb (RB), the preposition (IN), the conjunction (CC), and the 

interjection (UH)- http://www.clips.ua.ac.be/pages/pattern. Next, the linguistic rules illustrated in 

figure2 are applied to those tagged pattern to extract more meaningful pattern. . It is significant to 

mention that the main objective of applying linguistic rules after using statistical approach is to 

limit the scope of the MWE identification process where the experiment yields many bigrams that 

had a high frequency generated in the statistical phase list like "تعذ ي ". This bigram had a high 

frequency but did not represent actual MWEs so it was filtered in the linguistic phase according 

to the patterns specified in fig.2. 

 

4. EXPERIMENT 

 
Three different corpus were used in our experiment. The first one, archives from Omani 

newspaper Alwatan of the year 2004 [8]- https://sites.google.com/site/mouradabbas9/corpora. 

The size of the extracted corpus is about 10 millions terms which correspond to 9000 articles, 

distributed over six topics, in this case: Culture, religion, economy, local news, international news 

and sports. The second corpus is the Arabic Newswire Part 1This publication contains the Arabic 

Newswire a Corpus, Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) catalog number LDC2001T55 and ISBN 
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1-58563-190-6. The Arabic Newswire Corpus is composed of articles from the Agence France 

Presse (AFP) Arabic Newswire. The source material was tagged using TIPSTER-style SGML 

and was transcoded to Unicode (UTF-8). The corpus includes articles from May 13, 1994 to 

December 20, 2000. There are 209 Mb of compressed data (869 Mb uncompressed) with 

approximately 383,872 documents containing 76 million tokens over approximately 666,094 

unique words. The third one is Named Entity Corpus from Arabic Language Technology Center 

"ALTEC"https://sites.google.com/site/mouradabbas9/corpora. 

 

4.1 Experiment setup 

 
The following pre-processing steps have been applied for the corpus: 

 

• Cleaning the corpus from punctuations and symbols. 

• Splitting it to set of unigrams and bigrams. 

• Storing all unigrams and bigrams into database. 

 

4.2 Results of Experiment 

 
The first experiment was applied in order to identify the value of threshold that should be used 

during phase1 (statistical phase). Thus, we change the frequency used in the statistical phase from 

20,30,40 and 50 respectively in order to study the effect of changing the threshold on the 

accuracy of the result. As shown in figure 3, with decreasing the frequency during statistical 

phase, the number of candidate MWE increases. As explained earlier, statistical phase did not 

consider any linguistic features, it only depend on the degree of connectedness between two or 

more word. Accordingly, increasing the number of obtained MWE from phase1 would lead to 

provide more set of candidate MWE to be used during linguistic phase and avoid missing any 

candidate MWE from corpus. However, linguistic phase plays a significant role in enhancing the 

final results as the number of final MWE dramatically decreased to almost half in all cases as 

shown in figure3. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 The effect of frequency change on number of MWEs in each phase 
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The aim of second experiment is to identify the number of candidate MWE after applying each 

phase and compare the results with the proposed framework by Attia [9]. Therefore, in this 

experiment during the statistical phase we set the frequency to 50 to be able to compare it with 

Attia (although this is not matching with the result obtained in the first experiments that 

recommend setting the frequency to 20). The results summarized in table1 shows that, the number 

of detected MWE after applying linguistic phase decreased to one-third and the final result 

outperformed the results obtained when applying statistical phase. According to table1, our 

proposed framework generate more final MWEs due to applying more linguistic rule (such as 

those related to verbs) that those proposed by Attia[9] which decrease the possibility of omitting 

significant MWEs patterns that are not of type ( noun-noun, noun- adjective). 

 

 
 

Table 1. Comparison between the number of generated MWE using proposed model and Attia 

 

Next, ground truth is used to identify the correct set of final list of MWEs. Therefore, we present 

the final list generated from proposed model as well as the list generaeted when applying Attia 

model to domain expert to validate the correctness of identified MWEs. Human experts have 

annotated the list obtained from both models in order to compute the precision of them as shown 

in table 2. 
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Table2 sample of the human expert annotation to the final list of MWEs 

 

Finally, precision is calculated in order to compare the accuracy of our proposed with Attia. 

According to figure4, the value of precision increase to 67% when applying of the whole model 

compared to Attia (about 34 %). It is significant to mention that applying both nominal and verbal 

linguistic phase rule during increase the value of precision by 3%. This indicates that the verbal 

MWEs represent a smaller number of MWEs in comparison with nominal MWEs in Arabic 

language. 

 

 
 

Figure4: Comparison between results of precision when applying Attia and our proposed framework. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 

The process of extracting MWEs is a very complicated task to be solved by one single solution. 

In this paper we develop a framework for extracting Arabic MWEs using hybrid approach that 

combine the statistical approach with the linguistic rules and the results obtained validated by 

human experts and the precision differed according to the threshold determined in statistical 

phase. We find that the more the threshold that set in the statistical phase is low the more we get 

greater number of MWEs, the statistical approach measures the connectedness of each two 

consecutive words in the corpus regardless these two words are MWEs or not so the linguistic 

approach increases the accuracy of the generated MWEs list from the statistical phase by filtering 

undetermined patterns, after applying our experiment into different data sources we find that the 

ratio between nominal MWEs and verbal MWEs in the list generated from phase1 and phase2 

represents 97:3 respectively. 
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